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error code 2000-0151 - Disk Drives (HDD, CD/DVD, Blu-ray) Forum Hi I am a Dell user. in
dell diagonostics? - Windows 7. I an the dell diagnostics and got an error code 2000-0146 which
stands for failing hard drive. Now it seems like i. Yes the diagnostics run and they report a Hard
Drive Error. Go to the guide below to continue troubleshooting with the Hard Drive Error Code.
Windows Vista · Computer does not boot to Windows 7 · Computer does not boot to Windows
8. I ran diagnostics and it comes up with error code 0146. So I see that this relates to the hard
drive. So I took out the hard drive and tried it in another Dell Inspiron.
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The Dell hard drive error code 7 can occur and return in the middle of a
If the problem is not fixed, grab the Dell diagnostic disk and insert it in
the drive of your. Dell inspiron 1545 express service code 2947541473
Upon pressing the start button-get the message: Press F5 to run onboard
diagnostics. Ran diagnostic and got the: Message error code 2000 --
0145 message hard drive zero -- self test did not complete the given error
A few days later: got the windows 7 instal disc.

Error Code 4400:011A will appear while launching Dell Diagnostics on
hard How to clean install Windows 7 Professional on a new Hard Drive
on a Dell PC Perform Hardware diagnostics from within Dell Lifecycle
Controller (F10 in boot screen) Error 0x80070057 when you format a
hard disk drive to install Windows 7 help go to the command prompt
again and try to repair volume boot code:. i accidentally dropped my
machine (Dell N5050) and now it wont boot. I ran the diagnostics i I got
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this error code 2000 0146. I used Ubuntu to retrieve few of imp.

Did you get any error code with the "disk
error" message when you ran the diagnostics?
F2 is for the "setup" as Dell calls it, actually
the BIOS. F12 is for the boot.
If the Hard Drive is listed in Step 2, run Dell 32 bit Diagnostics on the
machine 7. If the diagnostics comes up with an error code, do reply to
this post. Dell Inspiron N7110 :: Hard Drive Error Code 2000-0142
When i have done my diagnostic test in my windows 7 inspiron laptop it
shows error code0142 If your computer has an irregular POST or a beep
code not mentioned below, Dell beep codes 7 short, Virtual mode
exception error Dell beep codes, please refer to Dell's Beep Codes and
PSA Diagnostics 2 Short Beep, POST error, review screen for error
code. 3-2-1-2, Initialize local bus hard disk controller. Dell OptiPlex
9010/7010 Desktop Owner's Manual Regulatory Model: D05D LED
Diagnostics..53 Beep Code..54 Error Messages..54 6 Specifications..57 7
Remove the data cable and the power cable from the back of the hard
drive. 4. I eventually gave up on Windows 8 and reinstalled Windows 7,
but had the same performance issue. I ran Dell hardware diagnostics on
the drive and they passed. would not replace the drive unless I could
give them a specific error code. Dell error code 0142 (2000-0142) hard
drive faulty - how much will it cost to get this fixed? I ran diagnostics on
my computer after it froze on the first screen.

Western Digital diagnostics tool reports hardware error - posted in User
to User Help: Dear All, I've been here the laptop is dell 1525 Inspiron,
Vista. The harddrive is called WDC WD1600BEVT-75ZCT0SAT 160.04
GB SMART Status: PASS Test Result: FAIL Test Error Code: 06-Quick
Test on drive 1 did not complete!



This will show you the Diagnostic Beep Codes for the Inspiron 14R
(N4010). chipset Error (North and South bridge error, DMA/IMR/Timer
error), Time-Of-Day Clock 7 Beeps: Reseat or replace the CPU or
replace the motherboard. and Installation · Dell Inspiron 17 (5749) Hard
Drive & Caddy Removal and Installation.

Get fix for the winload.efi is missing or corrupt error in Windows 7,
Windows 8 or Windows 8.1 The winload.efi error can have different
error codes, such as Error code: If you don't have any installation media
(like a disc or USB device), contact your system On this Dell computer,
the F2 key would open the UEFI menu.

This is a discussion on DELL LATITUDE E6430 within the Windows 7
Thanks, I have a error code with my Hard drive 0 and the code is 2000-
0142 Continuously Learning: Dell Latitude Diagnostic Error Code 2000-
0142 Hard Drive Failure.

Q: Boot error with PGP and certain laptops running Windows 7 laptops
and desktops from Dell, Lenovo, Asus and Samsung running Windows 7
64-bit. in the memory allocation code in their pre-boot in PGP Desktop
(versions 10.1.x). Use the recovery tool (a CD ISO image) provided by
Symantec for diagnostic. Dell Error Code for Failed Hard Disk / … I ran
the diagnostics tool and it read an error..show more. self test
unsuccessful Welcome to Windows 7 Forums. Windows 7 users can also
create a System Repair Disc to boot into Windows RE, After your
computer restarts, Windows Memory Diagnostics Tool will launch Hi I
have a error code 0xc0000022 which I can only use my dell laptop in
safe. Dell™ and the Dell logo are trademarks of Dell Inc. in the United
States and/or other Removing the Hard Drive. Error Messages. 5. If
required, verify that the computer works correctly by running the Dell
Diagnostics. 7 Service Code.

Hi I am running the F12 diagnostic on my Dell Inspiron 1545 laptop and



getting Error Code: I wasn't certain if this was a Dell issue or a Windows
7 issue. Read How to fix error code 2000-0146 on dell laptop related to
HDDThen I decided to perform reboot and I ran the diagnostics and got
an error 2000-0146 on the HDD. Then I 0. Download Shadow Fight 2
For PC – Windows 8 / 8.1 / 7. I am getting this error : "disk read error
occurred press ctrl+alt+del to restart". all 7 comments You can also try
running the built-in hardware diagnostics by pressing F-12 at the dell
splash screen and selecting the 'diagnostics' option. If an error code is
found or diagnostics fail to complete, it may point to the cause of your.
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Hi guys, Please assist. i'm getting fatal error (0xEE020006) getting disk info. i don't know what
to do. motheo Jan 28, 2015 7:38 AM this i a new dell latitude E5450 laptop that i'm trying to
encrypt the McAfee Drive Encryption Go Version number: 7.1.1.454. The error code you gave
is consistent with this type of error.
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